Comparison of phase analysis with factor analysis in equilibrium gated radionuclide angiography.
This study is the intercomparison of phase analysis (PA), factor analysis of dynamic structures (FADS) and Karhunen-Loeve analysis (KLA) in the diagnosis of regional wall motion abnormalities, RWMA, of the LV. One hundred and twenty eight patients with proven or suspected CAD have been investigated by both X-ray angiography and radionuclide equilibrium angiography performed in the LOA view. FADS and KLA are performed twice, once on the whole-image (WI-FADS, WI-KLA), and once on the LV ROI (LV-FADS, LV-KLA) as suggested by Pavel. Resulting images and factors are interpreted by a well trained observer. In an attempt to quantify LV-FADS images, two numeric parameters, P1 and P2, are defined. They measure the relative weight of the so-called ventricular factor for 2 and 3 factor analysis, respectively. A ROC curve is calculated for each method, taking X-ray angiography as the gold-standard. The areas under the ROC curves are estimated by the maximum likelihood method and are compared using a test described by Hanley which takes into account the correlation between the responses. The areas are: 0.90 for PA, 0.84 for WI-FADS, 0.86 for LV-FADS, 0.83 for WI-KLA, 0.86 for LV-KLA, 0.65 for P1 and 0.72 for P2. The observed differences are significant (at 5% level) between PA and WI-FADS and between FA and WI-KLA; whereas they are not between PA and LV-FADS, between PA and LV-KLA and between LV-FADS and LV-KLA. The diagnostic value of the two numeric parameters is poor.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)